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ABSTRACT This paper outlines the design and testing process of the hull of a deep small Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV), rated at 2000m depth. Many existing AUV pressure housings use aluminum or
other isotropic traditional metals, instead of composites due to the complexities of the design of composites
at such big load. The research at hand explains the process of design starting from setting the geometrical
constraints for the design to mass production. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, none of the previous
studies has presented such detailed description of the work. Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy material was
chosen thanks to its high strength-to-weight ratio and similarity of its compressibility to sea water. Material
characterization was performed to obtain the material properties under loading conditions using a modified
method of the Combined Loading Compression testing technique. A specific fixture was designed and
manufactured to test filament-wound tubes. An analytical model was developed using MATLAB, a finite
element model was created using ABAQUS, and the results of the two models were compared. A set of
recommendations was introduced for the stacking sequence to provide the lowest possible stresses, regardless
on the diving depth of the vehicle. Afterwards, a quality control set of tests was conducted, including seawater
absorption under high pressure and void analysis using destructive and non-destructive tests. Pilot samples
were manufactured and tested in a pressure vessel, where it was cycle-tested and inspected using visual and
ultrasonic testing. Other samples were fail-tested and showed a failure at∼93% of the expected failure load.
Such range can be considered good to provide safe operation for the vehicle at the designated depth, given
that the factor of safety included covers more than 7% of the failure load. The proposed design methodology
has shown that CFRE can be safely used even at such high depths.

INDEX TERMS Composite materials, design for manufacture, finite element analysis, marine vehicles,
materials testing, underwater structures.

I. BACKGROUND
The hull of an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) is
one of the most significant components determining the total
compressibility and drag of the vehicle. Since these param-
eters have a substantial influence on the vehicle’s durability
and cost; a smart hull design shall be critical to its perfor-
mance. The main role of the hull is to provide sealing for
the electronics, batteries, and other pressure intolerant com-
ponents as well as having a low drag and low compressibility.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Haiyong Zheng .

Some vehicles have a single hull that fulfills both tasks, while
others have their hull divided into two parts, pressure housing,
and flooded fairings that reduce the drag of the vehicle. This
fairing that may cover the entire pressure housing it might
consist of smaller parts that are attached to the housing at
the bow and the stern of the vehicle. These flooded fairings
are pressure-tolerant, and they provide better drag properties,
especially for the sensors that are subject to seawater. These
sensors, even when optimized, can count for up to 35% of the
total drag of the vehicle [1].

The other main characteristic is the compressibility of the
hull. Barker [2] divided the types of hulls into two types,
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compensating and non-compensating hulls. Diving into high
depth, the outside pressure increases, while the inside pres-
sure does not. The hull experiences compression stresses,
which results in a reduction in its overall size. Bearing in
mind that the mass of the vehicle does not change in such
operation; the vehicle requires more force to surface, which
results in higher energy consumption. The compressibility of
the compensating hull equals the compressibility of seawater;
hence, lower energy is used since it is not required to use extra
buoyant force, unlike the non-compensating hulls. A typical
hull that has low compressibility of a standard size AUV loses
about 0.1kg of buoyancy during the dive from the surface to
a depth of 1000m [3].

‘‘ecoSUBµ5’’ vehicle is one of the ecoSUB family of
AUVs that are characterized by having a small size; low
weight, and low cost. They are ideally suited to be used as
nodes in a network and to be deployed in a fleet [4]. Accord-
ing to Fenucci et al. [4] and Phillips et al. [5], ecoSUBµ5 has
a central cylindrical pressure housing that contains the elec-
tronics and batteries, attached to two flooded fairings for the
nose and the tail of the vehicle, to increase the hydrodynamic
efficiency. The pressure housing is made from aluminum that
sustains compressive stress up to 1000m depth. The pressure
housing contributes to about 33% of the total mass of the
vehicle [5]. Another AUV studied is the ‘‘HUGIN 1000’’.
Hagen et al. [6] depicts the development process of HUGIN
1000 and how it was derived from the ‘‘HUGIN 3000’’ AUV
which was considered too big for some applications. The
HUGIN 1000 was designed for high flexibility to make it
fit for different types of missions and applications in both
military and civilian domains. According to Hagen et al.
[6]; the hull of the vehicle has four main advantages. It has
high hydrodynamic efficiency, high maneuverability, high
hydrodynamic stability, and low acoustic noise [7]. The hull
has three sections, with a center section that can have differ-
ent internal structures, depending on the application to ease
its accessibility and maintenance as well as allow different
payloads. The hull of ‘‘HUGIN 1000’’ is made of carbon
fiber laminates and high-performance syntactic foam and the
pressure containers for the payload and the control are made
from seawater resistant aluminum [7].

With regard to for underwater gliders, which are a special
type of AUVs that relies on buoyancy to develop their motion,
Seaglider vehicle has a compound hull. A drag-efficient fair-
ing hull, that encloses the pressure housing inside. Accord-
ing to Davis et al. [3], Eriksen et al [8], and Wood [9],
the fairing is made of fiberglass-reinforced polyester resin
manufactured by filament winding. The fairing supports the
wings of the glider, the vertical stabilizer, and the antenna.
The axisymmetric low drag shape of Seaglider can maintain
laminar flow over more than 80% of its surface even at high
speeds that can reach 7m/sec [8]. Gliders, never operate at
such high speeds since in general, they are slow in their
nature compared to AUVs, which makes them even more
susceptible to biofouling [10]. It is worth mentioning that
Seaglider had a conductivity sensor on its nose that had only

2% of the cross-sectional area of the glider’s nose. However,
this sensor was counted for more than 25% of the total drag of
the vehicle, which confirms the statement already mentioned
earlier about how important placing the wet payload and
sensors on the glider is. The pressure housing of Seaglider
consists of several deflecting arched panels made up of alu-
minum, which is supported by ring supports, to have similar
compressibility as the seawater. The vehicle loses only about
0.5g of buoyancy force over a pressure change of 500m [8].
The pressure housing consists of 7 different sections, two in
the front joint permanently, and the rest can be dismantled to
ease maintenance.

During their lifetime, underwater gliders perform many
cycles under different depths, which means different loading
conditions. This means that the hull of the vehicle experi-
ence not only static loads but also might experience fatigue.
Changli et al. [11] studied the effect of deep cycles on the
fatigue life of a deep, 7000m class, submersible pressure hull.

This paper introduces the steps of designing an underwater
hull made of composite material and all the processes, shown
in Fig. 1, that it goes through, starting from specifying the
dimensions and shape of the hull, up to mass production.
Figure 2 shows the five steps of the design which are going
to be further explained in the following sections.

FIGURE 1. An assembly of the underwater vehicle, showing the designed
pressure hull in yellow and the fairings in black.

FIGURE 2. Steps of design and manufacturing of a composite product.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The first step of the design is to define the dimen-
sions of the hull based on the components onboard, such
as sensors, electronics, batteries, etc. This step, although
might seem obvious, will define the stresses acting on
the hull and hence, define every other step in the design
process.

The second step in a conceptual design is a feasibility study
and market research on the potential materials and their man-
ufacturing techniques based on the geometrical constraints
required. The choice was made to use composites. The main
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rationale for using composites is that, in general, they have
higher strength-to-weight ratios than isotropic materials, such
asmetals [12]. For instance, it is less efficient to build the hull,
which is a pressure vessel, out of isotropic materials because
the stresses in the longitudinal direction only use half the
load-carrying capacity of the structure, unlike in composites
where the angles of the laminas can be optimized to have
thinner wall thicknesses, resulting in a lighter structure.

According to Osse and Lee [13], in 1989 a research project
attempted to manufacture high-pressure hulls with an outside
diameter of 20cm. The project cooperated with five compa-
nies to manufacture a total of 23 hulls using both filament
winding and hand layup of 6 types of fibers and 9 types of
resins and all 23 of the prototypes produced failed prema-
turely.Manymanufacturing faults were reported, but themost
common among them were fibers wrinkling, and voids [14].
They also made fatal mistakes in the design such as assum-
ing that the composite has similar compressive and tensile
strengths, as well as treating each layer as an isotropic one,
by performing only uniaxial testing to obtain the strength of
the material [13]. Byon et al. [15] reported that even in hydro-
static compressive loads, some of the inner laminae might
experience tensile stresses in the radial direction. These radial
stresses might lead to delamination failure, if not counted for.
This was one of the main points taken into consideration dur-
ing the design, by choosing the optimum stacking sequence
and simulating the behavior of the matrix layers between the
lamina to avoid delamination. This discussed in more detail
later.

Osse and Lee [13] developed an autonomous underwater
vehicle hull that is capable of diving to a depth of 6000m from
Carbon/Epoxy composite, by using filament winding. They
tried three composite materials, made up of from a combi-
nation of two fiber types and three epoxy resins (T700/G94,
T700/UF3352, and IM7/8552). They manufactured the cylin-
ders and carried out both characterization and quality control
tests in collaboration with three different companies, Boeing
Co. PhantomWorks Division, ATK Composites (acquired by
Northrop Grumman), and HyPerComp Engineering. How-
ever, they committed two mistakes during testing, which
made the results unrealistic. The first one was that the charac-
terization test coupons were made using the ‘‘hot plate press’’
curing technique, rather than ‘‘autoclave’’. The testing, in this
case, does not count for any manufacturing flaws, whether
they are resulting from autoclave curing. In other words,
the compressive and tensile conducted performed on the
rectangular coupons did not capture the real conditions. The
second mistake is that they performed matrix ignition tests
on filament-wound ring samples to calculate the fiber/matrix
volume fraction and to include corrected properties of the
material based on the actual volume fraction in their design.
The fiber volume ratio was around 55%, however, they did not
calculate the voids percentage from these tests and although
one of the three companies performed acid digestion tests on
their samples, they did not include a voids-correction factor
for the material properties.

Two manufacturing methods can be used to manufacture
the cylindrical and semi-cylindrical pressure hulls made up
of composites, filament winding, and sheet wrapping. Both
methods can be used for manufacturing hollow symmetri-
cal components, by using a rotating mandrel. The use of
mandrel ensures uniformity in the inside dimensions of the
final product [16]. In sheet wrapping, also known as roll
wrapping, a pre-impregnated sheet, either unidirectional or
±45◦, is cut based on the required angle and press-wrapped
around a mandrel forming a single lamina. The process is
simple, it does not require special treatment, and the surface
finish is higher than the filament winding technique. Another
paramount advantage of this technique is that the fibers can be
stacked precisely at 0◦ and 90◦, which results in a better hoop
and longitudinal strength for the manufactured component.
The process also does not have crossed fibers if unidirectional
sheets are used, which reduces the cavities and the voids that
can result from manufacturing. It also allows the wrapping
of different composite materials during stacking, allowing
hybrid designs more conveniently. However, the process is
less automated, necessitating the use of skilled labor, which
in return causes the manufacturing expenses to be higher, and
the process is less common than filament winding. Filament
winding, on the other hand, is highly automated, numerically
controlled, and optimized. Hence, the production is faster
and carried out in one cycle, which makes it ideal for mass
production. Although the production process is fast, com-
pared to roll wrapping, the preparation time is long, so it
is not practical to use this technique to produce a single
unit. The technique might produce pores more easily due
to the entanglement of the fibers at different layers, which
necessitates post-manufacturing quality control inspections,
either by using destructive or non-destructive testing. The
filament winding technique was selected for manufacturing
based on the performed market research, availability, price,
and lead time.

During a filament winding process, a significant number
of fibers are drawn from creels, commercially known as
bobbins, into a bath with liquid resin (above its glass temper-
ature), curing agent, catalyst, and other possible chemicals,
such as pigments. Fiber guides control the fibers’ tension
between each creel and the resin bath. The fibers are then
drawn through a wiper at the end of the resin bath to remove
any excess resin and regulate the coating thickness surround-
ing each fiber band. The most common wiper device is a
series of squeeze rollers that control both the matrix content
and the tension in the fiber band by adjusting the position
of the top roller [16]. Finally, the flat band of fibers is then
positioned on the rotating mandrel by a moving carriage that
moves in parallel to the axis of the mandrel, creating different
layers of the material. The crucial process parameters in a
filament winding operation are fiber tension, fiber wet-out,
and resin content. Adequate fiber tension is essential to main-
tain fiber alignment on the mandrel as well as to control the
resin content in the wound part. Excessive fiber tension might
cause discrepancies in resin content in the inner and outer
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layers, undesirable residual stresses in the finished product,
and large mandrel deflections.

Fiber tension and fiber wet-out, are essential process fac-
tors in a filament winding operation. adequate tension is
required to control the fiber alignment and the resin content.
Over-pulling the fibers might result in a different resin con-
tent between the layers and unwanted residual stresses in the
final product [17]. Fiber wet-out, however, is fundamental to
reduce the voids in the final part. The fiber wet-out during
filament winding depends mainly on the viscosity of the
matrix, which is subject to the percentage of the hardener
and the temperature of the bath. It also depends on the
tension and the speed at which the fiber band is being wound
in, around the layers that are already wound around the
mandrel [17]. This causes thematrix in the wound layers to be
squeezed out, which results in voids and different fiber/matrix
volumetric ratios in these layers. The most common flaws
that might result from the filament winding process are
voids, delamination, and fiber wrinkling. Voids act as stress
intensifiers and facilitate crack propagation which reduces
the mechanical properties of the material and may result in
a premature failure. Delamination occurs if the time period
between winding each layer is big, particularly if the part
being manufactured is large or if the resin has a low pot-life.
In this case, adding an extra layer of matrix on the wound
layer, by using a brush, for example, is recommended before
winding the new one. Wrinkles result from incorrect winding
tension or from winding on insecure pathways on the man-
drel, resulting in fibers slippage, bridging, and misorientation
of the fibers.

B. MATERIAL SELECTION
The choice of the material is the principal parameter for the
design of a composite structure. Usually, this process starts
by selecting the fiber [16]. The choice of metals and other
isotropic materials was excluded, as explained earlier, rather
than composites and after choosing the manufacturing tech-
nology based on the market and feasibility study carried out,
the potential materials were narrowed down into two alter-
natives, Carbon/Epoxy, and Glass/Epoxy composites. Using
Kevlar fibers or Ceramics was unreasonable and overpriced
for the application, given the applied loads and the surround-
ing environment. Carbon fibers are approximately 20-30%
lighter than glass fibers’ and their longitudinal modulus of
elasticity is roughly 3 times of glass fibers [18]. The specific
strength of the standard modulus carbon fibers is 1.65 times
the E-glass and 1.3 times the S-glass [12], which makes
them more favorable since the structure will be lighter. The
material chosen for manufacturing is Torray R©T-700 Stan-
dard Modulus carbon fibers, with epoxy Hexion R©EPIKOTE
828 as a resin mixed with EPIKURE 866 curing agent
and EPIKURE 101 catalyst with the ratio of 100:80:1.5 by
weight, respectively.

Two main issues were faced during the literature review of
thematerial to know itsmechanical properties. The first one is
that although the composite chosen is very popular and used

widely in many industrial and research applications, a wide
range of the values of the mechanical properties was found
with huge differences in comparison to the datasheets and
other research work. The second problem is that some of the
parameters do not exist neither in datasheets nor in scientific
articles. Most of the parameters stated are in tension, while
most of the compression values were missing. Table 1 shows
a comparison between ‘‘Toray’’ T-300 composite and fiber
properties from different resources. It is obvious that not
only does a wide variation exist between the values of the
properties, but also many properties are missing (the shaded
cells) which are important to the design. These values, even
if assumed, will result in completely wrong predictions of
the stresses and the strains in the laminas, which led to the
necessity of the experimental tests performed and explained
in the following section.

The missing values from the fiber properties prevented
the possibility of using the rule of mixtures to estimate the
missing composite properties. Although the error of the rule
of mixtures might be big and could reach 40% in some cases
[17], it is useful to provide a rough prediction of the properties
of the composite, on the basis of the ones of the fibers and
matrix. It also eliminates the possibility of assuming that the
load is carried entirely by the fibers, which even though this
assumption is conservative, would be helpful in a preliminary
design.

C. STRESS/STRAIN ANALYSIS
The problem brought up in the previous section dictated that
the chosen composite has to be characterized by testing to
get the properties of the material, especially the compressive
properties. It is an essential step for the next phases of the
design.

1) MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
Standards [19], [20], [21] describe the characterization of
polymer matrix composite materials, in tensile and compres-
sive loading. The problem is that such standards are desig-
nated for the rectangular cross-sectional area samples. The
chosen manufacturing technique, filament winding, might
only produce hollow axis-symmetric samples. One solution is
testing samples that are wound on a flat mandrel and cured by
the ‘‘hot press’’ technique. Although the material used will be
the same, the results will not be entirely correct, since manu-
facturing using a hot press produces different void content,
as stated earlier. Henry et al. [22] introduced a method of
testing the material, by compressing filament-wound tubes.
Compressing the entire tube will result in crushing the edges
of the two ends of the material. In order to avoid this compli-
cation, they inserted steel endcaps in the two ends of the tubes
and potted them using a bismuth alloy. This solution, although
proven to be feasible, is complicated and expensive. A total
of 12 samples were to be tested in compressive loading only.
This means that 24 endcaps were to be manufactured, press-
fitted in the tubes, and potted using a low-melting temperature
alloy, which was not practical. Instead, the wound tubes were
sliced longitudinally into four pieces, as shown in Fig. 3. This
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TABLE 1. Properties of Standard Modulus Uni-directional Carbon/Epoxy composite.

eliminated the need to manufacture many cylinders or to use
endcaps. To overcome the problem of clamping the samples
between the grips, a special testing fixture was designed and
manufactured, as shown in Fig. 3. The fixture had two main
parts one is male to clamp on the inner side of the tube, and
one is female to clamp on the outer side of the tube. For ease
of manufacturing, the fixtures were made up of stainless-steel
sheets that are assembled together to give the required shape.
The testing machine used is ‘‘Shimadzu-AG100kNNXplus’’.

Three groups of four samples each were tested using
combined loading compression [20], [25]. The specimens’
dimensions and ply orientation are demonstrated in Table 2.
The dimensions was chosen to follow the recommendation of
standard [20].

A group of samples was wound at the maximum winding
degree to test the transverse properties and another group is
wound at±45◦ to get the in-plane shear properties following
the methodology of [26]. However, winding tubes at angles
±6◦ only, the minimum winding angle, is not unpractica-
ble in manufacturing, especially for such a small thickness
(2.6mm), since the axial force resulting from the extractor that
removes the mandrel might damage the manufactured tube.
The damage induced has a high possibility of being invisible,
such as delamination, which will give false findings during
the test analysis. Two hoop layers were added to prevent such
damage, and the longitudinal properties were back-calculated
given the knowledge of the transverse and in-plane properties
using classical lamination theory. A technique that is previ-
ously used by Henry et al.[22] as well as Adams and Welsh
[25] in their work.

The area of each sample can be geometrically calculated,
by using a Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) software, or by
using the methodology of standard [27] to calculate the vol-
ume of the sample, by measuring the weight of the sample
before and after submersion in distilled water at a given
temperature. The variance between the two measurements
represents the buoyancy, that can be used to calculate sample
volume. Given that the length can be measured easily, using
a caliper or a micrometer, the area can be calculated from the
volume measured.

The test method proved practical and efficient in the first
and the second group, as shown in Table 3. However, the
method was not effective with the third group, which had
the stacking sequence of [6◦287◦1]S. Many of the samples
failed prematurely and failed at unacceptable areas, outside
the gage length, as shown in Fig. 4. Fifty percent of the
samples were rejected, and only 2 samples showed acceptable
results.

Only the modulus can be back-calculated from this set of
tests, and the modulus was around 17% less than the value
stated in the datasheet. The unacceptable failure could have
occurred due to several possible reasons. A slight defor-
mation in the testing fixture could have been the reason
for such anomaly, because the two samples that revealed
the unexpected failures were the last to test. Another rea-
son is that the two samples might not have been fixed
properly, or any other flawed testing procedure could have
occurred.

The properties of the tested composite are summarized in
Table 4.
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TABLE 2. Properties of the 12 tested specimens and the measured property in each.

FIGURE 3. Material characterization and testing features; (a) 3D CAD
model of the designed fixture; (b) The assembly of the manufactured
fixture; (c) Exploded view of the assembly; (d) The specimen being fixed
in the fixture; (e) the assembly under loading in the testing machine;
(f) the tested specimen’s shape.

2) ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS
The working pressure of the pressure vessel can be increased,
or the wall thickness might be reduced by choosing the most
appropriate winding angles for the laminate.

Messager et al. [28] performed an optimization on the
lamination angles for thin underwater composite hulls by
employing genetic algorithms. The results were validated
using both a Finite Element Model (FEM) and experimen-
tal testing using Carbon/Epoxy and Glass-Epoxy composite
cylinders. They concluded that the optimal lamination would
have the following pattern [θN1/ϕ1/λN2/ ϕ2/ θN3], where θ
is the maximum winding angle (∼90◦), λ is the minimum
winding angle (∼0◦), and ϕ is a transition zone angles.
Some previous literature used approximations, numerical and
analytical methods to conclude that for filament winding of
pipes, the optimum angle if both axial and radial stresses are
considered is 55◦, such as [29], [30], [31], while others came
to the same results experimentally by testing several wound
tubes with different angles under different loading conditions,
such as Hamed et al. [32]. These results are also well-known
in the industry.

Using the different conclusions of previous literature, the
following recommendationswere consideredwhile determin-
ing the stacking sequence;

1. The stacking sequence has to be symmetrical, to elim-
inate the Shear-Extension, Bending-Extension, and
Bend-Twist couplings from the ‘‘ABD’’ matrix, reduc-
ing the stresses acting on the different plies of the hull.

2. Three angles are used in the stacking sequence, a min-
imum winding angle that carries the axial stresses,
a maximum winding angle that carries the hoop
stresses, and a transitional angle between them. The
hoop stresses are twice the longitudinal ones, hence the
angles should follow the same rule.

3. The plies of each angle are grouped to reduce the
interlaminar shear stresses (ILSS) between the different
plies.

4. The transitional angle is 55◦ since it is the optimum
angle.

5. Finally, the hoop layers (∼90◦) should be on the top
and the axial layers (∼0◦) should be in the middle.

The resulting stacking sequence from these recommendations
should be [θ2x/55◦y/λx]S, where θ and λ are the maximum
and minimum possible angles that the winding machine can
produce.
A model was created on MATLAB software to calcu-

late the ABD matrix and resulting stresses and strains in
each layer. This model represents a simple way of model-
ing the problem with less time and computational resources
than the numerical simulation. It is also a helpful tool to mon-
itor the resulting stresses of adding, removing, changing the
angles, or changing the sequence of different layers’ stresses.
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TABLE 3. Results of the 1st and 2nd group of specimens.

FIGURE 4. Failure in the tested specimens; (a) accepted failure areas
within the gauge length, (b) unacceptable failure areas.

The analytical model can also be used as an efficient tool to
calculate the thermal stresses and hygral stresses if there are
any, faster and much simpler than the numerical simulation.
The resulting forces could be inserted into the numerical
simulation, as external forces, rather than calculating them
in the model.

The stacking sequence used is [87◦4 / 55◦2 / 6◦2 ]S.
It appeared that switching the position of the 6◦ layers and
the 87◦ layers, produced higher stresses, confirming the
results of the genetic algorithms of Messager et al. [28]
and Almeida et al. [33]. However, the difference was not sig-
nificant, only in the range of ‘‘kPa’’. The results from the
MATLAB model were used to validate the numerical model
that is explained in the following section.

However, winding at angles such as 55◦ and 6◦ is not
physically possible in filament winding machines. Instead,
the winding of each layer is actually ±δ◦. Hence, the actual
stacking used in the MATLAB model, as well as the numeri-
cal simulation, is [(87◦/−87◦)4 / (55◦/−55◦)2 / (6◦/−6◦)2]S,

TABLE 4. Properties used in the design.

with each layer only half of its thickness, treating each lamina
as a balanced plain weave [18]. A step that is not entirely
necessary but provides more accurate results of the stresses.

3) NUMERICAL SIMULATION
The numerical simulation was executed using ABAQUS soft-
ware [34]. This step is vital to study and analyze the stresses
in the parts of the hull that cannot be studied analytically.,
such as the interface between the composite hull and themetal
endcap, at the end of each side. Such an interface, between
two different materials with different moduli of elasticity, can
produce extra stresses that might damage the laminate.

The major in-plane stresses and strains of each lamina are
studied and compared to the MATLAB model. The results
of the two models, which are shown in Fig. 6, matched each
other which validates both of them. Regarding the effect of
the endcap, the stresses and strains of each layer across the
length are also displayed in Fig. 7. Only the first and last
ply in each ply group are visualized in Fig. 7. Although the
loads applied on the hull are purely compressive, it was clear
that some layers are experiencing tensile stresses due to the
endcap, confirming the findings of Osse and Lee [13], and
Byon et al. [15].

Although none of the stresses or the strains passed the
critical limit, there are important stresses that are not modeled
yet, which is the out-of-plane stress of each layer, or the
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FIGURE 5. Model created in ABAQUS; (a) visualization of the stacking
sequence, (b) visualization of the stress in one of the layers.

ILSS. There are two methods of modeling these stresses in
ABAQUS. The first one calculates the stresses more accu-
rately by using ‘‘traction-separation’’ and Cohesive Zone Ele-
ments (CZE) [35]. The second method is simpler, by adding
an extra layer of homogenous matrix material between every
two plies of the composite. The layer can be as thin as
10µm, where the stresses in each layer can be inspected not
to increase more than its mechanical strengths [36]. This
method, although not entirely accurate, provides a prelimi-
nary estimation of whether the matrix will fail or not.

D. QUALITY CONTROL
1) CONSTITUENT CONTENT OF THE MATERIAL
Olson et al. [37] studied different types of defects in the com-
pression strength and the inter-laminar shear strength of com-
posites. They recommended a void content in the composite
of less than 1% of the total volume, while Mallick [17] rec-
ommended a maximum void content of 2%. Olson et al. [37]
also recommended the use of multi-stage curing for high
thickness laminate to reduce fiber wrinkling during curing,
which explains the results of experiments from 1986 done in
USNavy Ship Research andDevelopment Center, where they
found that cylinders that were cured on Multi-stages survived
higher pressures than the same ones that were cured in a sin-
gle stage [13], [38]. Colombo and Vergani [31] recommended
that the volume fraction of the fibers should be higher than
45% to improve the lamina strength in the transverse direction
and avoid ‘‘Weepage’’ failure, which leaks fluids from the
outside to the inside of the filament wound cylinder, or vice
versa.

18 different samples were inspected and validated in order
to assess the quality of the manufacturing. A tube was manu-
factured using filament winding, the intended manufacturing
technique, and from the same fiber and matrix materials used
in the design. 12 samples were tested using destructive meth-
ods and 6 were tested using non-destructive methods. The
destructive method used in the analysis was acid digestion,
while the non-destructive method was MicroCT scanning.
The primary objective of the destructive method was to know

FIGURE 6. A comparison between the ‘‘through-the-thickness’’ results
from the analytical model and the FE model, without taking the endcap
into count, where the MATLAB results are marked as ‘‘ML’’ and the
ABAQUS results are marked as ‘‘AQ’’; (a) the in-plane stress components,
(b) the in-plane strain components.

the fiber to matrix ratio, while the main aim of the non-
destructive testing was to discover the accurate percentage of
the voids in the material. Figure 8 shows some of the practical
results of the two tests. A detailed description of the tests and
the tests procedures has been reported in previous work [39].

The results of the void determination tests of the different
samples indicated that the void content being less than 2%,
the percentage recommended by Mallick [17]. The void con-
tent according to the non-destructive testing was 1.531%, and
the Fiber/Matrix ratio according to the destructive one was
57.6 / 41.1 [39]. Judging by the results, the manufacturing
facilities were deemed safe for the next phase, and the quality
of the product will be in line with standards.

2) MOISTURE ABSORPTION
Carbon fiber reinforced epoxy (CFRE) composite, in general,
has a drawback, especially in underwater and marine applica-
tions, which is moisture absorption. The word moisture does
not mean necessarily water vapor but might also be used to
describe the absorption of any vapor, condensate, or liquid
that material is immersed in [40]. The water absorbed by
the matrix forms a single hydrogen bond with the epoxy
resin, breaking the Van der Waal bonds [41]. The absorbed
water diffuses easily leading to the swelling of the material
and inducing stresses in the laminate [42]. In addition to the
swelling, the moisture absorbed by the resin decreases its
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FIGURE 7. The stresses and strains across the length showing the effect of the endcap in; (a, b) the longitudinal direction, (c,d) the transverse
direction, (e, f) the in-plane shear.

glass transition temperature, reducing the strength of the bond
between the resin and the fibers. Much more importantly,
since the aim of this work is to design the hull of an underwa-
ter vehicle, this amount of absorbed moisture, even if it is as
low as 0.1% of the total weight, will affect the buoyancy of the
vehicle. It is a well-known practice to design the underwater
vehicles to be neutral in seawater, for ease of maneuvering,
or slightly positive, in case of failure of one of the vehicle’s
components or loss of communication. The vehicle then sur-
faces preventing the loss of valuable assets. This buoyancy
change, caused by the moisture absorption, might be consid-
erable for the vehicle, depending on the diving period, size of
the vehicle, and the thickness of the hull. For these reasons,
the moisture absorption of the material had to be studied,
especially at high depth. The hygral effect on CFRE, and the
moisture saturation at different temperatures has been studied

in [43], [44], [45], and [46], but none of the previous litera-
ture, to the best of the author’s knowledge, has studied the
moisture saturation, at the targeted depth. Behera et al. [43]
as well as Jesthi and Nayak [46] reported a reduction of
4% in the tensile strength after absorption saturation, while
Li et al. [44] reported a 6% reduction. Behera et al.[43] also
reported a 5% reduction in the compressive strength due to
moisture absorption. Meng et al. [45], however, reported no
noticeable change in the modulus of elasticity after moisture
saturation in cross-plies laminate CFRP. All the percentage of
change in the mechanical properties of the material, lie within
the factor of safety included in the design. Hence, the main
concern was moisture content increase, to be able to evaluate
the buoyancy of the vehicle as noted previously.

Twelve filament wound samples, that were manufactured
from the same materials used in the design, were immersed
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FIGURE 8. Example of the results of the micro voids tests; (a) fibers
remaining after the itching process of the acid digestion tests,
(b) reconstructed image resulting from the MicroCT scanning, showing the
voids in red and the material in grey [39].

in seawater, taken from Oslo Fjord in Norway, in a pressure
vessel at a high pressure to represent the immersion at the
rated depth of the vehicle. The salinity of the seawater used
in the tests was measured using a conductivity sensor and
recorded to be 32.2 mS/cm. Six samples had a thickness of
2.25mm and the other six samples had a thickness of 3.25mm.
The results of the tests are shown in Fig. 9. The through-
the-surface moisture diffusivity factor was calculated to be
Dz|highdepth = 72.7×10−3mm2

/
day. The testing procedures

and calculations were performed as per the recommendations
of standard [40].

These results are to be incorporated into the buoyancy
calculations. Furthermore, a decision was made to coat the
hull by using a thin external coating from another material,
Nylon, or by using a thin layer of anti-fouling paint. This
thin coating layer, exhibited in Fig. 1, although it might
be moisture-absorbing itself by its nature, will reduce the
moisture absorption by the fibers and the matrix keeping the
mechanical properties of the composite intact.

E. PRODUCTION
Two pilot samples were produced first, and each has a 250mm
length with the same stacking sequence simulated. Since

FIGURE 9. Average value of the moisture absorption content of the
twelve tested samples.

FIGURE 10. Hyperbaric pressure testing rig.

the stresses resulting from the endcap stabilize after 60mm,
the length of the two pilot samples should be bigger than
120mm. Two endcaps were also designed and manufactured
from aluminum and inserted into each side sealing the two
ends using two sets of O-rings. The pressure vessel shown in
Fig. 10 was used to test the samples.

One of the two samples was tested to the designated pres-
sure, without taking the factor of safety into consideration,
for 10 cycles, pressurizing with a rate of 45bar/min, main-
taining the pressure for 1-4 hours, and depressurizing with
the same rate, following the recommendations of standard
[47]. A visual and detailed inspection of the sample was
done first. Nevertheless, although the samples survived the
testing cycles, a hidden failure, such as small delamination,
could have occurred. This failure can increase with time and
during the different cycles of use, resulting in a catastrophic
failure and losing the vehicle permanently. Ultrasonic testing
procedure was implemented to inspect the entire specimen
for any hidden failures. This method is suitable for manual
scanning of sub-surface imperfections, scanning the outside
diameter of the composite, especially in small samples [48].
The device used, represented in Fig. 11, is GE Phasor XS,
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FIGURE 11. GE Phasor XS and the probe used in the non-destructive
testing.

FIGURE 12. Failure resulting from the implosion of the tube.

and the probe is 4MHz (±0.2MHz) angled at 45◦ (±1.5◦).
The results of the scan showed no clear damage.

The second pilot sample was fail tested till implosion,
and it failed at approximately 93% of the predicted failure
pressure. The failure was discovered mainly after the endcap
region as predicted earlier, as shown in Fig. 12. It should be
also noted that such an experiment is not always favorable
since the resulting pressure wave from the implosion, might
damage or even fail the testing equipment, but this experiment
was needed in this specific case, to ensure that the material
properties obtained from the characterization phase are cor-
rect, fairly.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper tackles the design of the hull of a small
autonomous underwater vehicle rated at 2000m depth. It pro-
vided a detailed description of every step of the design pro-
cess. Composites were used in the design, in particular CFRE,
given their higher strength-to-weight ratio than metals, which
in return will produce a lighter hull with a thinner thickness.
A selection was made between two manufacturing methods,
sheet wrapping, and filament winding. The filament winding
process was used since the technique is more automated than
sheet wrapping and more appropriate for mass production.

Due to the missing values of the properties of the com-
posite, whether in the material datasheet or in previous liter-
ature, a material characterization was performed by testing
the composite under compression loading in longitudinal
and transverse directions. Tubes were wounded in different
orientations to assess different properties, and each tube was
cut longitudinally into four pieces, each piece was tested
as a sample. The testing standard used was ASTM-D6641
and special fixtures were manufactured to grip the curved
samples. The procedure proved effective in all the winding
angles tested, except in the longitudinal winding where two
samples failed outside the gauge section.

Two models were created for simulating the stresses and
the material behavior under loading. One is an analytical
model using MATLAB and the other is an FE model using
ABAQUS software. The analytical model was also employed
in optimizing the plies’ angles, sequence, and number. The
FEM was used however to simulate the effect of the endcaps
plugging and sealing the hull from both sides, which induces
further stresses that cannot be simulated using the analytical
model. The results of both models were compared to each
other in furtherance of validation.

Afterwards, pilot samples were manufactured and tested
for microporosity, using acid digestion and MicroCT scan-
ning, as well as moisture absorption of seawater under high
pressure. The voids content did not increase over 2%, as rec-
ommended byMallick [17]. The material characteristics after
the seawater absorption were still within the safety margin
used during the design. The moisture content of the material
was integrated into the buoyancy calculations of the vehicle.

Finally, two samples were manufactured using the stacking
sequence designed, plugged using aluminum endcaps sealed
with O-rings, and tested in a hyperbaric testing chamber
several times. The samples were visually inspected first and
then inspected using ultrasonic non-destructive testing for
any hidden failures. After the samples had passed the inspec-
tion, the decision was taken to move forward safely with the
production phase.

The pressure hull was manufactured with the designed
length coated for moisture absorption, and painted for high
visibility in seawater, as shown in Fig. 1.
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